The link between a varying posture and a healthy working environment has never been clearer and the traditional approach faces major challenges. EFG Izi Pro is creating a complete solution for the modern office. The desk is a cost effective alternative that still offer the necessary features you need on a sit/stand desk and a wider variety of options are available. The model are stable, quiet and prepared with new technology that create the best possible conditions for a flexible ergonomic working environment.

EFG Izi Pro is designed and manufactured with minimal environmental impacts and in accordance with the established Nordic furniture eco-labeling. Components consists mainly of recyclable material, all wood is FSC certified, and we only use eco-friendly products.
EFG IZI PRO

EFG Izi Pro sit/stand table has two motors and stroke 650 mm. The table is adjustable between 640-1290. The frame has a T-foot and two or three rectangular legs with the thick part of the legs upwards. The frame has seamless adjustable telescope beams allowing you to select suitable size of the table top. Several sizes, materials and designs of table tops are available.

MATERIAL OPTIONS

Standard colors
Frame

Standard colors
Table tops

STROKE: 650 mm

SEAMLESS ADJUSTABLE BEAMS

SILENT

HAND CONTROL

SLIDING TOP